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ILL.

preacher

in the

It

and progressive people

Churches and out of them, towards greater knowledge of the

world in which we

To

quires.

and the moral and practical duties

live,

end

this

it

it

re-

asks for circulation in the Churches, and

also in all Ethical, Secular,

and other Liberal

for a well-wishing co-operation in

what

good, and practical in the conduct of

the

defined

AH"

Religion as

(No. 24); as

'

'Das

all

life,

hopes

It

societies.

must admit

to

may

justly be asked,

in unison with the All.

it is

A

religion.

is

"On

moral educator or

what authority dost thou

jus-

And he will tell us that his authority is not
he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly

thy precepts?"

tify

desires to further the efforts of all scientific

are man's conduct in so far as

[The basis of morality

not exclusive or sectarian, but liberal.

is

to

as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]

Morals
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personal;

his authority is that of religion.

If

t

were not

so, all

his

good

precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air

dreams that have no

like beautiful

reality.]

Ethics is the Science of Morals; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison

be true,

with the

All.

Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on

individual and collective.

earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
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"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Truth

is

sum

total of all that

i.

German, derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is
immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-

lichkeit in

ness of things in their relations.

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

;

is

it

—which

ohne Wirklichkeit

Science

is

e.,

i.

is

Existence

both are one.

;

Unknowable is

would imply the existence

not manifested

therefore also

of an object

whose

existence without reality

;

ex-

SeiM

a contradiction, an impossibility.]

the search for truth.

The nature of science
Economy of thought

is

the

is

economy

is

object of Science

of thought.

(Mack.)

to say,

the present stock or capital with

Science cannot exist without knowledge.
is

not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

and misconceptions.
of knowledge is that

The purpose

e.

,

those which retard or

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced

many

superstitious notions in the world, of

our power over

gress for both.]

ECSTASY.
[Th. Ribot.

WHAT

IS

[Editor.

(No. 119.)]

HYPNOTISM

?

(No. iiS.)]

[No. iig.jj

[By
is

that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-

and the Religion

of

Monism

teaches that the individual,

as a oart of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the

its

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
But
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that science as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
If religion
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other.
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong.
The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
the union of Religion and Science, and opens a new vista of pro-

origin,
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Monism

All.

i.

THE CONQUEST OF DEATH.
of increasing

nature. ]

existence,

All,
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edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vagueness, errors,

harmony with the

the possession of certain truths.

[Knowledge is, so
which Science works.

The

in

possible through application of the

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
those which enhance progress, and morally bad are those

,

prevent progress.

[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
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of existence.
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CHRISTMAS.

The Christmas

bells will
will

into every household.

There

bring joy and merriment
is

celebration of this holy festival.

a secret
It is

charm

in the

wonderful what

sacred gladness attaches to the sight of the glorious
tree

that remains green in winter-time,

when
many

is

it

seems

O

all

J

li

I

moral sense

soon chime and with their

harmonious peals they

19.

Two

Dollar!

per Year.

Single Copii

growing debased and retrogression

is

but universal.

Be of good cheer, and in the
your trouble and worry celebrate a joyous
Christmas. For Christmas is the commemoration of the
ye of

midst
holy

little faith

!

of all

morn

that greets us after the longest night.

reminds us

undying hope, that

of the

light

and

It

life

are

candecked with glittering ornaments and its
dles shed their joyous light upon the circles of frolicking children with roseate cheeks and beaming eyes
What is the mystery of this jubilant feast, and how
is it possible that wherever it has been introduced,
there it will remain as the dearest and most cherished

eternal.

of all holida}'s

mankind through purity and justice and he
will consecrate life and the struggle for life through
the noble aims which more and more will become conscious ideals in the minds of men.

!

toil

and

It

true that

is

into the world

;

life is

a world of woe, full of

Nevertheless, there

of pain.

and

ideal son of

man

that he will

grow

this saviour is the

lies

is

a saviour born

son of man.

as yet in the cradle.

he will rescue the world from those
by folly and crime he will

;

troubles which are caused

;

elevate

?

was celebrated as Yule-tide by the
old Teutons, especially by the most northern tribes of
the great Teutonic family, the Norsemen and the SaxFirst Christmas

The

But we know

;

ons, as the return of the sun, as salvation in midst of

anxieties and troubles, as the victory of light over

NO MYSTERY

As many other feasts so Christmas, and
Christmas, it seems, more than others, is a festival of

BV PROFESSOR

darkness.

Then

it and
memorial day of
the birth of the Saviour. Now it is celebrated by Christians and Pagans, bj' Jews and Gentiles, by all who
came in contact with Saxons or Germans, or their
kindred in the North.
No one can withdraw from the
sacred spell that the worship of Nature' exercises
even now upon our minds.
Christians like to forget
that their Christmas tree is an old pagan symbol of
the world. It is Ygdrasil, under the branches of which
the three norns of the present, the past, and the future are sitting, lisping runes and weaving the fates
of the Universe.
There is Urd's well at the roots of
the holy tree and its water is sacred.
The norns
spray the water upon the branches of Ygdrasil which

natural religion.

ver)'

sinks

the Christians adopted

appropriately selected

down

it

as the

into our valleys as dew.

tree ever green

This keeps the

and strong.

There are times so dreary that in our anxiety we
There are days so bleak and
wintery that we begin to despair, and encumbered

see no hope but death.

with cares

good

in this

we

"The

cry,

is

stronger than the

world, and the power of darkness quenches

the glory of light."
shorter.

evil

The

nights

general corruption

is

The days become shorter and
become longer and longer. A
prevailing and increasing

;

the

A LANGUAGE
as

it

seems

is

MAX MULLER.

after all not so bewildering a thing

to be,

when we hear

For

250,000 words.

IN LANGUAGE.
F.

all

of a dictionary of

the ordinary purposes of

words would be quite

a dictionary of 4,000

life

sufficient.

Skeat's 'Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language,' which confines itself to primary words,
that is to say, which would explain ///cA, but not lucky,
deals with no more than 13,500 enunlucky, luckless,
5,000
tries. Of these only 4,000 are of Teutonic origin
are taken from French; 2,700 direct from Latin, 400
from Greek, about 250 from Celtic, and the rest from
If, therefore, we confine our attenvarious sources.
tion to that portion of English which is Teutonic, we
find that English proper consists of about 4,000 independent words, and that all the rest derived from these.
Let us now examine some of the words which swell

—

;

our dictionaries to such an enormous extent, in order
to see whether they really belong to the living language, and whether we ourselves should be able to

understand them.

And

first

of all

a

few antiquated words

—words

which were used some centuries ago, but are now to
be found in the dictionary only.
Do you understand anred and anrednessf Anred
means single-minded. It is derived from red {reed),
purpose, plan, scheme, and like anfald. Germ, einfdl-

THE ORKN

1992
tig,

meant

ness

came

Hence

originally without duplicity.
to

mean

singleness,

and

anred-

in the thirteenth

century people spoke of the onrednesse of hive and

COURT.
worshipers of the old national gods were
A heathen was originally a

the

that

allowed to continue.

Heathen, however, is not
person living on the heath.
it simply expresses a difference
of opinion between ourselves and others. But we have

yet a term of reproach

onncsse of heorte.

You might guess

when you
man is ofte

the meaning of avenant

read in Caxton's Myrr.

I.

xiv. 45,

'A

ly til

wel made and avetiautit,'' i. e. a little man is often wellmade and becoming or comely. Avenant is derived
from avenir, to come, to become, and meant agreeable,
becoming, handsome but no one would use that
;

word now.
If you saw two men

under another disguise, namely as
At present hoiden is used in the sense of a

the same word
hoiden.

romping

vulgar,

;

'

But

girl.

we might

Sometimes

it

the Bible of simplicity

the scorners delight in

knowledge?'

still

retains

its

original meaning, namely, beat-

But we could no longer say, to give
In ordia boy a battery we must say, a flogging.
nary parlance battery now only means a number of
;

artillery,

while

men

of science

speak also of an elec-

It is

curious to observe in

how many words

the

meaning deteriorates, while it very seldom improves.
A Knave was originally a young man, in German
In the Court cards the knave is simply
ein Knabe.
the page or the knight, but by no means the villain.
Villain itself was originally simply the inhabitant of a
A pleader once made good use of his etymovillage.
For this is what Swift relates
logical knowledge.
'I remember, at a trial in Kent, where Sir George
Rook was indicted for calling a gentleman knave and
:

villain,

the lawyer for the defendant brought

off

his

by alleging the words were not injurious, for
knave, in the old and true signification, imported only
and villain in Latin is villicus, which is no
a servant
more than a man employed in country labor, or
client

I

doubt whether

in these

days any Judge,

pos-

if

and godly

How
are reproved
ye love simplicity? and
their scorning, and fools hate

i.

22.)

a lady gent, as he calls her,

mean an

outsider, an

i.

this is really a corruption of the

Greek

e'/ucpusiv,

to implant.

£rat

is

now an

to a child.

It is

when applied
Welsh word, and to sig-

offensive term, even

said to be a

It may be so, but in that case it would be
account for brat having been used originally in a good sense. This must have been so, for we
O
find in ancient sacred poetry such expressions as,

nify a rag.
difficult

to

'

broode of blessed seede.'
To use the same word in such opposite meanings
possible only where there is an historical literature

Abraham's
is

brats, o

which keeps

modern as well

alive the

usages of a language.

as the antiquated

In illiterate languages, anti-

quated words are forgotten and vanish.

Think

of all the

How

meanings embedded

in the

word

The word has a
long history, and has had many ups and downs in its
It was originally the
passage through the world.
nice/

did they

come

of Gloucester (p.

that sense.

'

wisdom,' that

ill-in-

dom.
is

there

it

?

retained that meaning

French, and likewise- in old English.

;

formed man, and lastly an idiot.
k. pagan was originally, like villain, the inhabitant
It came to mean heathen,
of a pagiis, a countryman.
because it was chiefly in the country, outside the town.

address Arthur, as

'

Latin nescius, ignorant, and

to

to

Nor is
6).
Thou worthy imp (Faerie Queen,
9.
there any harm in that word, for imp meant originally
graft, and then offspring. To graft in German is impfen,.
'

in old

came

'

:

we were

such a quibble to pass, or whether in return he would
not ask leave to call the lawyer an idiot, for idiot f as you

afterwards only

read in
But, in

will

sessed of some philological knowledge, would allow

know, meant originally no more than a private person,
and
a man who does not take part in public affairs

sincerity.

to call a boy an imp, he
would possibly be offended. But in Spenser's time imp
had still a very good sound, and he allows a noble lady,

;

rather a baily.'

(Prov.

present

at

If

and

tric battery.

to

Simplicity

We

same Bible the simple ones

the

There are other words which survive, but the origIn
inal meaning of which has become antiquated.
the legal phrase, by assault and battery, for instance,
battery

name

happens that the same word can be

used both in a good and in a bad sense.
with us has generally a good meaning.

of law.

ing or striking.

possibly apply that

his wife Xanthippe.

long, ye simple ones,

'

chiefly

it is

We

hardly be intelligible, except to the historical student

'

in old authors

may call
applied to men, to clowns or louts.
Socrates a heathen, but we could not call him a
hoiden, though

and one of them were
called a regular bangster, you might probably guess
what was meant but though Walter Scott still uses
the word in The Abbot,' it is no longer a living word.
There was an old legal expression to commit a burgThis again would
lary 'by bangstrie and force.'
fighting,

;

But

if

He
is,

Robert

word in
was nyce,' he says, 'and kowthe no
he was ignorant and knew no wisloC, last line) still uses the

there

is

an ignorance that

is bliss,

there

also an ignorance, or unconsciousness, or simplicity

Hence an unassuming, ingenuous,,
Howevi-',
person was likewise called nice.
even that artlessness might after a time become artful,.
that

is

artless

charming.

THE OREN COURT.
be mistaken by others for artfulness.

or, at all events,

The

over-nice person might then seem fastidious,

ficult to please, too

dif-

We

objection to our speaking of good, or bad, or indifferent
health.

and he or she was then

dainty,

said to be too nice in his or her tastes.

The frequent use

have traced the principal meanings

from

of nice

nice

If

read,

'

1

of the

verb

to get is in

bad

taste,

can hardly be called wrong. When we
got my things packed, and got to the train in

but again,

ignorant to fastidious, as applied to persons.

1993

it

time, and got to Paris, and got to the hotel, and^^y^'

my

has most commonly the meaning of charming
but as we speak of a fastidious and
difficult person, we can also speak of a difficult matter

supper, and got sleepy, and soon got to bed, and got a

as a nice matter, or a nice point.

the expression.

is

applied to things,

it

;

At

remained

last there

general approval.

which simply expresses

nice,

Everything, in our days,

is

nice,

But unless we possessed a
study the history of words, it
would be simply impossible to discover why nice should
express approval as well as disapproval, nay, why it
should in the end become a mere emphatic expression,
not to say, awfully nice.

which

literature in

as

when we

to

'That

say,

is

a nice business,' or

'

that

is

a nice mess.'

And

here

we approach

new

a

words which

class of

swell our dictionaries very considerably, namely, slang-

Slang

words.

more than a

and familiar

colloquial

always conveys the idea of being a little
some expressions which
slang were perfectly correct some centuries ago,

expression,
vulgarl

we

is

call

it

It is quite true that

and that they have the

right to claim a place

The Americans

antiquated words.

among

are very clever at

making out that most of their slang was pure classical
English some centuries ago.
That may be so in
many cases it no doubt is so. But that does not take
away the peculiar twang of what has now become
slang.
A distinguished American politician declared
that under certain circumstances he would let the Constitution 'slide.' That certainly was slang. But when
he was blamed for his undignified expression, he appealed to Chaucer and Shakespeare, who use the same
;

word, in such phrases as, Wei neigh all other cures
he slyde'; she lete 'her sorwe slide'; 'he lets the
world slide.'
'

let

It is

often difficult to say

why

certain colloquial

expressions are vulgar, while others are allowed to
pas^.

Much depends on

the speaker, for you

almost anything in English,

There

is

no harm

in

a sign of vulgarity.

am

ver}' thirsty

ori .finally dry,

is

you know how

say

to say

'

I

am

very dry

quite correct

;

'

is

slang,

yet thirsty

and we may still speak

'

I

meant

of 'thirsty land,'

connected with Lat.
torrere, to parch, Greek ripaeaOai, to become dry.
I have been enjoying poor health
is certainly
wri ng, but I doubt whether 'poor or bad health is a
soli cism. It is true that health by itself means soundnes, of body, and is connected with hale, healing, and
whole (for hole), Greek naXos, Sk. kalyawa.
But as
in'-tead of dr}' land.

Thirsty

is

'

'

we can speak of good and bad

luck, there

is

no serious

feel

rest,' we can understand all that is meant,
offended by the poverty and vulgarity of

Sometimes, however, slang becomes utterly uninand requires a commentary except to the
initiated.
I shall read a sentence from a Melbourne
paper, which I hope few here present will understand
without the help of explanatory notes
telligible,

:

'Say, mate, some our'n cockneys

Melbourne

'em

chummet

with

yon booze-ken.

Flash
coves blacklegs, and welchers that they be, they lushed
like old 'Arry till one on 'em kicked the bucket.
They
told a bobby that coomed by as they was gents.
"That's all my heye and Betty Martin," says he and
he slips on the darbies and brought 'em to quod.'
This, no doubt, is very vulgar English, but it is
English for all that, and if there ever should be a
violent social revolution at Melbourne, and the lower
classes should become the ruling classes, it is quite
possible that this kind of English might be spoken
there in parliament and even in the pulpit. We must
not forget that in its origin every language may be
called vulgar. It is the language of the valgus, before
Even Dante
it becomes the language of literature.
calls his Italian // volgare, and he was the first to use
that common spoken idiom for the highest literary
larrikins

at

—

purposes.

There are slang-dictionaries, as large as the dicany language, and I am sorry to say that

tionaries of

even our universities contribute every year a fair share
toward new and enlarged editions of these books.
Little go,

Moderations,

Greats,

to

he ploughed,

to

be

gulphed, are well-known specimens of this mysterious

language.

There are many more which

it is

perhaps

wiser not to mention.

As

it.

saying 'You bet'; yet in America

it is

'

if

may

good night's
but we

to technical

and

less.

Try

to

quite

full,

wrote to

scientific terms,

they are end-

speak with a boot-maker or a carpenter
about his own tools and his own work, and you will be
surprised at the unknown treasures of the English
Not long ago a wine merchant to whom I
language.
had complained about some bottles of wine not being

me

to return

did not understand ullaged, and

the ullaged bottles.

I had to consult a
There I found that eullage in ancient
French meant that which is required to fill a bottle,
from euiller, to fill. This cuiller is supposed to stand
for olier, to oil. But why to oil ? Because in the South
of France and in Italy to the present day oil is poured
I

dictionary.

,
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it.
That oil has to be
dashed out before the wine is drunk, and a certain
amount of wine is lost in that process. That is the
I doubt whether
eiillage, and hence the ullaged bottle.
my wine-merchant knew this, and it is strange that a
custom which obtained only in the South of Europe
of using oil for closing bottles of wine, should have
produced an expression which was used in the North
of Europe, where oil was never used for that purpose.
That shows how words travel forward and backward
over the whole world.
When I was in Cornwall I heard the smoked
pilchards called by the people Fair Maids.
I tried to
find out why, and this was the result of my inquiries.
These smoked pilchards are largely exported to Genua,
and are eaten there during Lent. They are called in

into a bottle, instead of corking

Italian finnada, smoked fish.
The Cornish sailors
picked up that word, naturalized it, gave it an intelligible meaning, and thus became, according to their

own

confession, exporters of fair maids.

You

see the

Odyssey and the adventures of Ulysses are nothing
compared with the adventures of our words.
A carpenter once told me that the boards of a box
ought to be properly dowald.
I did not understand
what he meant, and it was only when he showed me
the actual process that I saw that to dowal meant to
dove-tail, to cut the ends so that they should fit like
dove-tails.

terms are likewise technical terms, only
What can be achieved in
the manufacture of such terms may be gathered from
the following extract from a book on Botany *
'Begoniaceae, by their anthero-connectival fabric
Scientific

put into Greek or Latin.

:

indicate

close

a

relationship with

charideo-nymphaeoid forms, an

anonaceo-hydroconfirmed by

affinity
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Latin, Greek, and Celtic primaries, with 12,350 words,
and then ask ourselves once more the question,
Whence do they come?
No one can help seeing that even amongst the
most ordinary words in English there are some which
are very much alike in sound.
If these words have
also some similarity in meaning, we are justified in
supposing that they may have a common origin.
Take for instance such words as to bear, burden,
bier, and barrow.
They all have the same constituent
element, namely br they all have a meaning connected
with bearing or carrying.
Burden is what is carried
/'/(/-, what a person is carried on
barroiv, in wheelbarrow, an implement for carrying things.
No doubt, this is only prima facie evidence. We
must not forget that we are dealing with a modern
language which has passed through many vicissitudes.
;

;

;

In order to institute truly scientific comparisons, we
should have in each case to trace these words to their
Anglo Saxon, or even to their corresponding Gothic

forms.

How
larity of

once,

if

is of trusting to mere simisound in modern languages, you will see at
you take the last word barrow, which means

great the danger

not only a wheelbarrow,

but also a burial-mound.

We

have only to trace this barrow back to its AngloSaxon form beorh, in order to see that it has nothing
to do with bearing or carrying, but that it is connected
with the Anglo-Saxon beorgan, the German bcrgcn, to
hide, to protect.

But though

is

it

necessary, before

we

institute

comparisons, always to go back to the oldest forms of
words which are within our reach, still for practical

purposes

it

suffices

bear, burden, bier

if

we know

that such words as

and barroiv have

all

been proved

come from one common source.
And more than this. As to bear

the serpentarioid flexuoso-nodulous stem, the lirioden-

to

droid stipules, and cissoid and victorioid foliage of a

is used in many
languages in the sense of bearing children, we may
safely trace to the same source such English words as

certain Begonia; and

if

considered hypogynous, would

in their triquetrous capsule, alate seed, apetalism,

and
Nepenthes, itself of aristolochioid affinity, while by its
pitchered leaves, directly belonging to Sarracenias and
tufted stamination, represent the floral fabric of

Dionaeas.'
I doubt whether any Englishman, unless
he be a
botanist by profession, would understand the hidden

meaning of these sentences, and though these words
have to be admitted into an English dictionary that
professes to be complete, they cannot be said to form
part of the
If,

commonwealth of English undefiled.
we confine our attention to those words

then

which form the

real stock in trade of the English language, our task will become much more manageable.
Instead of 250,000, we shall have to deal with about

4,000 truly English words,
* Maisll, Lecturesoii the

or,

if

we

English Language,

include

p. i86.

all

French,

and bairn, a child.
Nay, as the same expression is also used of the
earth-bearing fruit, we can hardly be wrong in explaining, for instance, barley, as what the earth bears
or brings forth.
In German Gctreide, M. H. G. Gctregede, literally, what is born, has become the name of
every kind of corn.
If we go back to Anglo-Saxon,
we find bcer-lic for barley, in which lie is derivative,
while bere by itself meant barley.
In Scotland more
particularly bear continued to be used for barley, and
a coarse kind of barley is still called bear-barley.
Barn also receives its explanation from the same
quarter.
For barn is contracted from bere-cern, which
birth,

means barley-house,

We

or,

as

it is

also called, bere-flor.

have thus collected eight words, which all
contain one common element, namely hr, and which
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prima facie come from the same source. Their various
meanings, as we saw, can likewise be traced back to
the one fundamental concept of bearing.
From every one of these words ever so many derivatives may be formed, and have been formed.
Think only of the numerous offspring of to bear,
and the various meanings that can be conveyed b}' that
one word. We have, to bear up, to bear out, to bear
oneself, proud bearing, to bear in mind, to bear with,
to forbear
then, to bear down on a person, in the
sense of to press hard on him, to bear away, said of
a ship that sails away, to lose one's bearings, bearable,
unbearable, a bearer, an office-bearer, bearing in the
sense of behavior, child-bearing, and many more.
Now you begin to see how thrifty language can be,
and what immense results it can achieve with very
small means.
It starts with a syllable of two consonants, such as bar, and out of it, by means of derivatives, it forms a perfect army of words. If we had a
hundred such syllables, and derived only forty words
from each, we should possess what, as we found, is
wanted for carrying on all social and intellectual intercourse, namely 4,000 words.
But now we shall be asked. What are those mys;

terious syllables

What

?

is,

for instance,

that bar,

which we discovered as the kernel of ever so many
words?
These syllables have been called roofs. That is, of
course, nothing but a metaphorical expression.
is

meant

just

is

now

neither

less

of a

number

of

words

purely formative elements.

formative

;

What

than what you saw

as the result of our comparison

what remains
the

more nor

after

In

in birth, th is formative;

— namely,

we separate

bur-den,

m bairn, n

is

den

is

form-
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exist in their derivatives?
to

answer

by

this question

Of course,

thing deserves to be called pre-historic,
of

impossible

it is

historical evidence.
it is

If

any-

the period

language which precedes the formation of Sanskrit,
But if we argue by analogy, we

Greek, and Latin.

may

say that as in Chinese, so in this Proto- Aryan

language, these roots, without any formative suffixes

On

or prefixes, were probably used by themselves.

other hand,
roots

had

it is

the

quite true that, as soon as one of these

was used either as

really ceased to

a subject or as a predicate,

it

be a root in the true sense of that

word, and had become

a

noun, or a verb, or an ad-

jective.

Hitherto,

it

seems

to

me, there

is

nothing

difficult,

nothing uncertain, nothing mysterious in this process

language to pieces, and separating the
from the formal elements.
It is no more than
cracking a nut and separating the kernel from the
shell.
What the result of this cracking and peeling
has been, I shall try to explain to you in my next

of taking our

radical

lecture.

METAPHYSICISM.

The main

•

error of metaphysicism

is

the vicious

habit of metaphysical philosophers to start with postu-

They take

lates.

a very broad abstract idea, such as

the "Absolute," or "Being," or "Deity," or

"God,"

an actual reality.
Upon this abstract idea they build with more or less
ability and boldness a complete system of other abor

"the

Infinite,"

stract ideas,

and consider

and when

As

it

is

it

finished they call

it

a phi-

matter of course every philosopher
Why should he not?
builds a philosophy of his own.
The building-material of castles-of-air is inexpensive
losophy.

a

extremely inexpensive
Many sensible people have turned their backs upon
philosophy because they have discovered the hollowness of purely abstract reasoning, which is to no pracYet there is another view of
tical purpose in real life.
!

In barn, too, n

ative.

from the n
horsern

in bairn,

Bere-cern

of cern.

is

formative, but

because

it

is

meant a place

meant a place

it

is

different

really a contraction
for barley, just

as

for horses, a stable, slapcrn, a

sleeping place.*

philosophy, which in contradistinction to metaphysi-

There remains therefore bar with
and

this

we

call

a

root, or

a variable vowel,

an ultimate element of

cannot be analyzed any further.
This root bar, however, is not an English root. It
existed long before English existed, and we find it
again in Latin, Greek, Celtic, Slavonic, Zend, and
Sanskrit, that is, in all the languages which form what
speech, because

it

Aryan family of speech. As this root /'(?;•
Greek as <pip, in Celtic as bcr,
in Slavonic as ber, in Zend as bar, and in Sanskrit as
bhar, it is clear that it must have existed before these
languages separated, and that, as you may imagine,
must have been a very, very long time ago.
But you may ask, How did these roots exist ?

is

called the

exists in Latin as fer, in

Were

they ever independent words, or did they only

•Morris, Historical Outlines,

§ 322.

cism we

call positivism.

Positive philosophy* rejects

all

kinds of postulates

from the positive data of experience. The
data of experience are the several states of our conThe elements of our states of conscioussciousness.
A sensory impression
ness are sensory impressions.
Sensafully realized in consciousness is a sensation.

and

starts

become percepts; many percepts of the same
Thus all the objects or our
kind become concepts.
surroundings are mirrored in their relation toward us,
and among themselves in the living substance of our
tions

From
made and by

brain.

;

the concepts of things abstractions are
the help of our abstract thoughts

we can

recognize the finer relations that interconnect the phe^ For the difference between Comte's positivism and that here proposed
' Fundamental Problems," p. 173 and p. 75, note.
see the author's
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nomena

of nature

;

we can

trace the laws that govern

the changes of their forms.

Abstract thought

the instrument of science which

is

Mr. Spencer's expositions on moand space. He confounds the issues of his
disquisition, and when he arrives at the conclusion
"all is unknowable, " "all is inscrutable, " he seems
not to be aware of the fact, that this result is the reread, for instance,

tion, time,

deeper comprehension of the facts
The relations that interconnect the pheof nature.
nomena of nature, and the laws that govern the changes

opens our eye

COURT.

to a

flection of his

own

confusion.

We

concrete objects like tables and chairs, yet they are

can not consider as data of experience every
assertion made by a visionary dreamer.
must sus-

nevertheless realities, they are facts and as such they

pect

of their forms, are not material things

are of great

moment.

important part of

makes
is

it.

a watch.

it

they are not

;

The form of a thing is the most
The form of a watch is that which
The metal of which it' is wrought

another and, truly, an indispensable, part, yet the

metal

only the material of which the watch con

is

sists. *

Similarly justice

among men

nates certain relations

Thus

importance.

justice

that are of highest
life, and if
would still

that neither religion, nor art, nor science, lost aught

a reality in

is

there were no justice in our law courts,

be a most powerful

reality,

as an ideal in our hearts.

though

And

it

it

It

Positive

desig-

existed merely

so the relations

among

things, as well as persons, as in the instance given of

although we know that they are

justice, are realities,

not materialities.

The meaning

of positive

philosophy

is,

that

it

re-

quires every idea, every concept, every abstract thought
to be legitimatized.

If

the data of experience,

ideas have not originated from

if

there

is

no reality correspond-

ing to them, they have no right to exist

;

and we are

consequently entitled to treat them as mere illusions.
One great advantage of the positive method is that
we can never forget, while adhering to it, the origin of
abstract ideas.

Existence, Cosmical Being, the Infin-

Laws, Virtue, God, etc.,
are abstracts they are symbols for certain generalizations and qualities of, or relations among, concrete

itude, Gravitation, Natural
;

Considered as abstracts, they are invaluable
mind considered as concrete things,

things.

possessions of our

they lead to

;

self contradictions.

Metaphysical philosophers are often awe- stricken
at their inability to

explain their possession of

ab-

and think they have come by them
through divine inspiration. There are not a few who
stract

ideas,

expect to find

in reality some concrete thing that is
they enquire for the gravitating force behind
the falling stone and when, in their search, they get

infinitef

;

;

beyond

problem is declared insolvFacts. may be as clear as a mountain-brook they
step into the brook, make its waters muddy, and then
declare that it can never be clarified.
It is painful to
their depth, the

able.

;

no mystery in Ihe changes and in the new creations of form.
We may say that the watch existed potentially even before it was invented
thus the organized life of organisms existed potentially in the non-organized
substances before their combination. Yet there is no necessity, as Mr, Wake
suggests in the essay of this number, "God in Evolution," tor resorting to
the supposition of a divine personality who created and preconceived the
origin of organized life upon earth.
* The Problem of Infinitude is discussed in " Fundam'l Problems." p. jCg.
*Tliere

tradiction to other facts.
The data of experience are
such facts only that under the same conditions can be
ascertained by every one, and can be re-ascertained
and verified by experiment.

philosophy seems to start with a poor
foundation is solid, and in former publications of this journal we have tried to develop some

an abstract idea.

is

We

assertions of so-called facts that stand in con-

all

capital

;

yet

its

of the spiritual treasures

by being

their dignity

of

which

it j'ields.

We

deprived of their

physical tinsel crowns, which were wrongly

found
meta-

deemed

most valuable ornaments.
commonly supposed that from the positive
view all ideals disappear, that all higher and spiritual
life vanishes.
This is not so, and it has been our
earnest endeavor to show that such concepts as God
and Soul, Morality, Freedom, Responsibility, and Immortality, are deepened in their meaning. In so far as
they are recognized as realities, they grow immensely
their

It is

in importance.

the

first

In positive philosophy ethics finds for

time a scientific basis.

Positivism

is

that view

which

is 'to

supersede the

idealism as well as the materialism of former ages
it

contains that which

common

errors.

;

for

true in both, avoiding their

is

Positivism

is

the boldest and most

radical philosophy that has ever been propounded, yet
at the

From

same time

it

is

the only practical philosophy.

it turns our minds
toward the duties of" real life. It is based on facts;
and it is a systematic arrangement- of facts. The purpose of philosophy will be found in its being a guide
for man's conduct in life it becomes the basis of ethics
and is thus again applied to facts.

the cloud-land of metaphysics

;

Positive philosophy recognizes no revelation, no

no mysticism, no agnosticism it deals with
and with facts only. On facts it builds its ideals
and its religion rests upon a scientific basis.
Metaphysicism is a disease of philosophy, and it is
intuition,

;

facts

indeed a

;

fatal disease, for

it

leads straightway into the

realm of the mystic Unknowable where
is at an end.

all

philosophy

is

;

When

a metaphysical philosopher descends from

the cloud-land of metaphysics toward earth in order to

apply his postulates to the realities of life, he becomes
entangled into innumerable contradictions wherever

he appears with his metaphysical principles.

But

a
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metaphysical philosopher
of

is

As soon
names
them philo-

never dismayed.

accustomed

as the public gets

to the strange

he

his metaphysical principles,

calls

and declares them to be absolute.
disagreement with the facts of reality he
concludes that they are unknowable.
They are like
God whom no one can see and live. People then bow
down in silent reverence and our philosopher returns
to the aerial heights, where he disappears glorified in
truths

sophical

From

their

.

the celestial fog of mysticism.

Metaph5'sicism

often

is

decked out with many facts
however, be severe

We must,

of the natural sciences.

drawing the color-line sharply. The various metamay be different in style and grandeur, they may be different in name, and the borrowed
in

physical systems

plumage
iant,

but

of natural science
in. their

may

principle one

is

be more or less

brill-

exactly like the other

which no reality corresponds and they end as
a natural consequence in contradictions which are not
so much concealed as masked under the pretense of

tions to

The credulous multitude

profunditj'.

is

told that they

problems so deep, that they are insolvable.
The contradictions of such systems, then, are
openly paraded as the Unknowable, the Incomprehensible, the Inscrutable, the Inexplicable, or even the
Mysterious and the Occult.
It is the rock of positive facts on which the proud
galle3's of

into

metaphj'sicism strike before they sink Into

the realm of the Unfathomable.
founders,

is

The

ship that there

irredeemably wrecked.

p.
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is true of all laws. " *
This view of Cosraism even
assumes a theological aspect, by affirming tjjat " obedience to the
so called laws of nature,' which are the decrees of God, is therefore the fundamental principle of religion viewed practically."!

true of one law

'

Finally. Mr. Fiske declares that

same place which

it

religious sentiment

must

Cosmism "assigns

to religion

c.

the

has always occupied, and affirms that the
find satisfaction in the future, as in the

a Power which is beyond Humanity, and
upon which Humanity depends. The existence of God — denied by

past, in the recognition of

Atheism and ignored by Positivism — is the fundamental postulate
upon which Cosmism bases its synthesis of scientific truth." \
These words appear to go a long way towards making of
Cosmisih a religious system in the highest sense Let us see, however, what is the nature of the Being, to whom it applies the term
"God." As opposed to the Pantheistic hypothesis, Cosmism implies that "while the universe is the manifestation of Deity, yet is
Deity something more than the universe."^ It is that "Something which underlies and determines the series of changes which
constitutes our consciousness "; Absolute Being, that

is

"existence

independent of the conditions of the process of knowing
;

they are built upon the foundation of mere abstrac-

have got

COURT.

" inexpugnable persistence in consciousness
Reality,

and therefore the "Reality

"

which

of Realities."

is
|

"
;

the

meant by

And

yet,

although Absolute Being has an objective existence, the doctrine
of relativity requires

be that of an " Unknowable Reality."

to

it

Tf

We cannot get

outside of our minds, so as to know anything beyond
states of consciousness, and therefore " the Deity, in so far as

absolute and

infinite, is

we can say only
ence

'
'

inscrutable by us."** At the very utmost

that the intimate essence of the Inscrutable Exist-

may conceivably be

identifiable with the intimate essence of

which we know as mind," ff but not with mind itself, tt Matter and
Force are mere symbols which stand for "certain generalized

modes of Divine manifestation. "g§ The ultimate teaching of Cosmism on this subject is, that when we speak of Absolute Existence
as Deity, we use a purely symbolic term for a Something, whose
existence is known through the phenomena of nature, but whose

We

is inscrutable, and, therefore, absolutely unknowable.
are thus taken by the Cosmic philosophy even further back than
the " Unknown God " of the ancients a by no means satisfactory

being

;

DEITY AND THE UNIVERSE.— A CONTROVERSY.
I.

GOD
EY

All

fro,-!!

C.

who

I

O

Agnosticism is founded on the supposed relativity of our
knowledge of nature, that is, our knowledge of things is only as
they exist in relation to our intelligence, and not as they exist in-

N.

or, shall

I

thoughtful minds

say, all

the fetters of an e£fete theology, have ceased to

believe in the existence of a Being

nothing, and

LU T

STANILAND WAKE.

thoughtful minds,

that are freed

EVO

I.N

conclusion

who

created

all

things out of

rules the world as an absolute monarch,

own

guided

dependently of

it.

Berkeley long since asserted,

not the whole of the Reality.

so-called " religion of humanity," have an object of worship in the

of objects are merely

GrandEtre, which comprises

sciousness

dictates of his

will.

whole of organic nature on this
earth. This cult is in reality, however, based on what is now called
" agnosticism," although Agnostics, unlike Positivists admit the
existence of Divine Being in the universe, while affirming that we
can know nothing of its nature. Mr. Fiske, the authorized expounder of Mr. Herbert Spencer's philosophy, a;serts that " there
exists a

POWER to

ivliich

the

no limit in time or space

is

conceivahle,

of

which all phenomena, as presented in consciousness, are manifestations
but luhich -we can knouf only through those manifestations. " * He goes
further and declares that " the law of gravitation
sion of a particular

mode

^Cosmic Philosophy.

but an expresof Divine action," adding, " and what is

\'ol. II. p. 414

The

:

is

Mr. Fiske

not proved,

This conclusion is declared to
us only in the perception of them.
be incontrovertible, and yet it is rejected by nearly all modern

Such a being was formerly intended by the term " God," but that is not the sense in which it
is now usually employed.
The "creative " God of ancient mythology is rightly discarded, and yet the idea of a divine Something
in the universe is by no means abandoned by modern philosophers.
Even the Positivist followers of Auguste Comte, who founded the
by the

if

that the objects of knowledge are identical with ideas, and that, as
we have no idea of an object but as it is perceived, objects exist to

thinkers in favor of the actual existence of objects outside of our

mode we cannot know. This conbe regarded as equally false with that of Berkebe recognized that what we know is reil, although

consciousness, although in what
clusion will

and

ley,

it

come
will

is

to

affected.

names
I

It is

usual to assert that the qualities

for different

modes

in

which our con-

maintain, however, that sight and touch

together give perfectly reliable information, not only of the exist-

ence of external objects, but of their fundamental qualities which
are now generally regarded as expressions of internal movements
*Cosmic Philosophy,
+ Cosmic Philosophy,
{ Cosmic Philosophy,

Vol.

II, p. 42S.

Vol.

II, p.

Vol.

I,

Philosophy, Vol.

465

p. 184.

II, p. 424.
Cosmic
Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 87.
H Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 91.
** Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. I, p 15-17
tt Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 446.
88.
t; Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. I, p.
§S Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. II. p. 430.
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external objects as

exhibited by animals vastly higher in the scale of organization.

having form, that is extension, and resistance, or degrees of hardness, and also as having certain forces, the action of which under

That is, it "is capable of finding, seizing, devouring, digesting
and assimilating food, has a special provision for collecting fluid
and pumping it out of its body, respires by its whole surface,
moves about apparently where it will, exhibits a sensibility to
tactile impressions, and reacts in all probability to smell, if not to
sound and light." Such a work might well be considered hopeless,
and although many attempts have been made to establish sponta-

In

in the bodies themselves.

effect,

we know

proper conditions gives us the consciousness of other qualities,

all

which constitutes an external actuality of which consciousness gives
us a real, and not merely a relative knowledge.
This conclusion appears to me to be required even by Mr.
Spencer's own statement that the "inexpugnable persistence in
consciousness " is evidence of the existence of something which underlies all phenomena, internal and external, which something is
Absolute Existence, or Deity,

the Reality of Realities.

back

fore, in, or at the
it

sees

its

own

of,

human

manifestations in the external world.

suppose that this Being

is

there-

is,

consciousness, through which

cognizant of self in the

We

must

phenomena

of

But how could this be so, if only a confused or
conveyed through the human organism ? This
organism may be compared to a camera, through the lens of which
nature can be made to perfectly represent itself on the sensitive
plate, but not more perfectly than through the lens of the eye on
the retina and the brain.
If the so-called Absolute Existence

external nature.
distorted image

is

knows the external

reality

human

through the

organism, so also,

must the relative existence of which it is the expression. The
knowledge in this case is limited, but so far as it extends it must
be correct. The thing we know to exist, and although some of its
qualities may be known to us only as states of consciousness, yet
these, as conditions of a mind which derives its existence from the
totality of being underlying all phenomena, must give, when they
have been properly tested and arranged by the judgment, a true
knowledge of external realities. The contrary opinion, which is
opposed to common sense and experience, is a negative which can
never be proved. To a philosopher in hi? study, or even in the
presence of the ordinary phenomena of external nature,

knowledge may appear
ness, but not to

to

our

all

be resolvable into states of conscious-

him who uses the qualities of matter or directs the
some great or useful design. The

forces of nature for working out

sculptor or artist cannot give outward form to his thought in states

who

of consciousness, nor can the engineer
ains or bridges

arms

The

of the sea.

their application in the

tunnels under mount-

discoveries of science, and

manufacture and formation of works of

art,

phenomena are not
whatever may be said of as-

are not consistent with the view that external
truly represented in consciousness,

tronomy or any other science as the formulation

of the laws of

neous generation or

adiogenesis, as

nized that every living thing
matter.

should not always have been
ject says, "

is

a fact,

it

is

now

fully

recog-

evolved from a particle of living

true that the evolution hypothesis requires that

It is

so.

it

For, as a late writer on the sub-

by the hypothesis, the condition

of the globe

was

at

one time such that living matter could not have existed on it, life
being entirely incompatible with the gaseous state." Prof. Huxley,
when speaking of evolution, remarks, however, that "while the
course of modern investigation has only brought out into greater

prominence the accuracy of Harvey's conception of the nature and
mode of development of germs, it has as distinctly tended to disprove the occurrence of equivocal generation, or abiogenesis, in
He adds, " in the immense majorthe present course of nature."
ity of plants and animals it is certain that the germ is not merely
a body in which life is dormant or potential, but that it is simply
a detached portion of the substance of a pre-existing living body
and the evidence has yet to be adduced which will satisfy any
cautious observer that omne vivum ex vivo is not as well established
"
a law of the existing course of nature as omne vivum ex ovo.
It has been said that the biologist should regard the qualities
including structure and composition) of protoplas.m as the expression of internal movements, the organic body being like a
fountain, which is always the same, although fresh water is ever
rising and falling.
This analogy is not perfect, however, as apart
from the question of the origin of the motion of the water, the fluid
which circulates in the protoplasm is changed by its living action.
The organized substance is necessary to the existence of the movements to which the qualities of protoplasm are due, and therefore
its own existence has to be first explained.
But if it is not possible
to form living from not-living matter, except through the agency of
;

matter already
dition,

and

in

living,

it

easy to reduce this to a lifeless con-

is

so doing to resolve into the forces of inorganic

matter that which constitutes

its vitality.

The

passage which

is

so

easy and direct from the organic to the inorganic, can be accom-

nature.

plished in the other direction only through the agency of an organ-

The view here taken is practically that of Monism. According to this philosophy, "the division of the world into knowable things, as appearing in their operations, and into absolutely

ism,

unknowable things held to exist behind or
untenable and self-contradictory dualism."
only of the All, and
every natural process
'

'

in

phenomena,

is

an

Everything is part
is only an aspect of

the entire indivisible existence of the Universe. " *
ever,
it

There is, howone feature of Monism which, as a philosophy of Evolution,

possesses equally with Cosmism, and which appears to

constitute the weakness of both systems
that

we must consider

life in

its

which man

is

a part

quintessence of nature's

The

— such

Cams

to

affirms

broadest sense as an immanent

property of matter, and that " nature
of

Dr. Paul

me

is

one great and living whole
its form the

a part as contains in

and we are

assuming that that which

an ultimate fact in nature. Otherwise,
we must admit the gigantic assumption that the order of nature has
been changed since the first appearance of life on the earth. There
is

another feature possessed in common by Cosmism and Monism
That man is
which has not yet been satisfactorily established
the crowm of the animal kingdom, and that the development of his
is

organic structure

is

the result of the continuance of the process of

evolution, which has proceeded from the lowest form in the scale

At the same time it has been pointed
equally with Mr. Darwin, is en-

of being, cannot be denied.

who

out by Mr. A. R. Wallace,
titled to the credit of

that this

formulating the theory of natural selection,

not sufficient alone to account for the superiority of

is

man's mental

life."

theory of evolution requires, therefore, that the proto-

justified, therefore, in

constitutes the organic

On

faculties.

Wallace's conclusion, and

man on

this subject I certainly

if

this is well

accept Mr.

founded, the appearance

plasm of organic bodies should have been in the past, if it is not
now, capable of formation out of inorganic matter. The meaning

of

from a material which has a certain spontaneity of
motion, that is motion without being acted on from without, and
nothing more, should be made a substance which, in its simplest

created by the impossibility of deriving organized from inorganic

of this

is

that,

separate form, the protoplasmic amoeba, has almost every function

the earth cannot be explained solely

theory of evolution.
matter, and

it

upon nature

itself as in

Monism
according to

* "

Fundamental Problems," by Dr. Paul Carus,

p. 153.

It is

another phase of the

can only be got over

in

by the accepted

difficulty

one way, that

some sense an organic

is,

which

by looking

existence.

regards nature as alive, but the beginning of
its

teaching,

hibited by matter, which

is

is

life,

the so-called spontaneous motion, exis

supposed

to

have developed

to its

THE OPEN
human

highest form in the

will.*

Monism does not

believe in the

unknowable Absolute Being, seeing that what exists
somehow, and that " all existence can at least
indirectly be or become an object of cognition."!
Dr. Cams defines God as the
Ethical Life of Nature, " by which he understands
" the order of the world that makes harmony, evolution, aspiration,
and morality possible." Thus, the God of Monism "is no transcendental thing, existing of itself, enthroned above the clouds
he is immanent, and lives in the hearts of men as their good-will,
their honor, their conscience, their ideal, or however else we may
please to distinguish it. "|
This is a more satisfactory conclusion
than that arrived at by Cosmism, as it applies to the divine order,
intelligence, and morality, § and enables us to know God as existing
in nature, and particularly in man, the highest product of its evoexistence of an

must manifest

itself

'

'

;

To me, however,

lution.

the foundation of

cient to support its superstructure.

ing knowledge, that

is,

Taken

Monism
as a

not

is

method

suffi-

of unify-

as " the formal principle of unity,"

monism

the true philosophy, but the addition of form to matter and
energy will not explain the spirituality of the world, and especially
of man, unless this principle already exists in nature.
is

What

neither

Monism nor Cosmism accounts

for

istence of the organic form, whether specialized as

is

the ex-

amoeba or

COURT.

possibly

contain

The Divine

!

'

'

'

Deity.
ilar

||

'

are not fitted to describe the psychological attributes of

In this case

to those

we cannot

ascribe to

by which our consciousness

Him

is

is

preclude consciousness of matter in some other mode.
as

affirms, " the universe of

Cosmism

msnifestation

mind

" of

Deity, the

phenomena
phenomena which

is

If,

indeed,

the multiform

give rise in the

must be part of such manifestation, and the consciousness by Deity of that which underlies them
would be an act of self-consciousness. The developments of consciousness depend on the organism in which they manifest themto the conception of matter

Hence, we cannot expect the lower animals to display the
same intelligence as man, nor the protozoa as animals which possess organs of special sense.
But Dr. Michael Foster affirms that
"the doctrine of evolution compels us to admit that consciousness must be potentially present in the simple protoplasm of the
amoeba." If, however, a lump of protoplasm possesses the sensitiveness to irritation and the power of responding to it, which
are the beginnings of consciousness, we ought to attribute these
properties to that from which the sensitive organism has been derived.
Living substance may exist in a condition vastly more refined than the form in which it is known to us, and such a refined
substance would possess a sensitiveness far transcending anything
we can imagine. It would instinctively respond to the most subtle
impressions, and its spontaneity would result in the motion which
selves.

gives rise to the forces of nature, the manifestations of which, as

the expression of divine being, must partake of

its

own

reality.

animated creitures would be its organs, through which to perupon nature. But who shall say this Being cannot
be self-conscious, and therefore directly conscious of its own manifestations in the universe, and be able to affect them through
direct volition
It is this Existence, Infinite in space and time,
All

ceive and act

!

*Carus,

op. cil., p. 131.

X

Carus, 0p. cit
Carus, op. cil.,

S

Carus,

II

Fiske, op.

t

,

includes

all living

vaded by

it

p. 152

;

The Idea

II, p. 450.

of

God,

p. ig.

our mind.

all

are

in

all

The

it

and per-

reveals itself wherever the

It

conceit of knowledge which proceeds from ignorance

is

dispelled.

above our sense-perception, and hence whatassociated with it, is wholly inceptive
It is the partaking of the Universal Intelligence, as our
corporeal organism is a partaking of the universal nature.
For it
matter has no obstruction, space no limit, time no measurement,
consciousness

ever brain-agency

all,

A

is

may be

because

"transcends them

it

since without

it

they could not

all,"

but because

it is

exist.

it is not so much on
and experiment the defenders of the Abiogenesis
its truth, as because it seems to gain con-

writer in the Ency. Brit.* affirms that "

grounds of

fact

theory are convinced of

firmation from reasonings of

much wider scope because
;

abio-

genesis aids the theory of evolution by tracing the organic into the

inorganic

because

;

it

hypothesis of a special

fosters the increasing unpopularity of the
'

vital force'

;

because,

perpetual origination of low forms of
epochs, were established,

uniformity, and by

it

life,

if

this

theory of the

now, as in

all

past

would agree well with the principle of

disclosing the existence of

unknown worlds

material for development would release natural selection with

of
its

from what many consider the too Herculean labor
species from one or a very few primary forms."
Apart from the difficulty, that it is declared by competent authority

assistant causes

of evolving

all

not to be known to the present course of nature, Abiogenesis can
be dispensed with if the view of the Cosmos, I have advocated, is
This Monism supplies a logical basis in nature for both the
true.
organic and the inorganic, without the necessity of deriving one
from the other, and it furnishes substance amply sufficient in quantity

and vitality to satisfy the fullest wants of that orderly evoluwhich uses natural selection as one of its instruments, and

tion,

The

ensures uniformity throughout.

original gaseous state of the

which is said to have been incompatible with the presence of
for that would be merely a local
life, would create no difficulty
phase of the activity of the universal existence, which would give
the first seeds of life when the earth was fitted for their reception.
Prof. Ray Lankester, in his work on the lowest forms of animal
life, remarks that " we are led to entertain the paradox that though
globe,

;

dependent on the plant for its food, yet the animal
in evolution, and we look among the lower Protozoa, and not among the lower Protophyta, for the nearest representatives of that first protoplasm which was the result of a long
and gradual evolution of chemical structure, and the starting-point
the animal

is

preceded the plant

p, 155.

Vol.

We

intelligences

through

of the

development of organic forms."

op. cit., p. 49.
cil..

with.

of " unconscious cerebration," has well said, "there
an ocean, so to express it, of pure reason which permeates and

mental states sim-

affected to give rise to

the conception of qualities and states of matter. But this would not

usually credited

thought has, however, a higher application. Dr. Alexander Wilder,

them

;

is

it

said to view Himself

when speaking

not, however,

I

itself,

than

truth

may be

and His manifestations through the myriad of stars, each of which is a centre
of life and light, and the totality of which fitly represents the
Being who is the infinite life and light of the universe. This

lition "

verse

more

Existence

do not see how this can be explained unless the uniand therefore God as nature, is organic not as having
on which
organization depends.
Surely that from which the protoplasm,
with its varied functions, has been derived, must possess at least
the qualities displayed by its lowest amceboid form
Mr. Spencer
may be correct in affirming that the terms intelligence " and vo-

man, and

special organs or senses, but as possessing the attributes

'999

and immanent throughout nature, to which I would ascribe the
tide of God.
This sentient Being is the true Divine Order which
pervades the universe, and guides the evolution of organic nature
from the earliest phase of the protoplasmic substance to man, and
constitutes the laws of his intellectual and moral consciousness.
Such a Being must have a personality, but this will differ from
the individuality of man as far as this does from the individuality
of the protozoa.
His personality is boundless as a sphere of which
the circumference is nowhere and the centre every where, or wherever the divine consciousness may be focused in the ever-vibrating ether which forms the boundless sphere.
The Argus-eyed
deity of the ancients was the starry heavens, and this notion may

*Art. "Abiogenesis."

The

existence of the

first

THE ORKN

2000
protoplasm may

be granted but not the origin thus assigned for

it,

which has no support but the supposed necessities of the theory of
It was the earliest to appear, because the protoplasmic
evolution.
was the simplest state in which organic form could be crystalized,
so to say, from the waters of the abyss, under the primal conditions

at

COURT.
the same time a septennary, combination in unity, which

probably reproduced throughout

nomena, and which was predicated of the Universal Spirit by religious philosophers, it may be through the observation of nature,
ages before the advent of Christianity.

of the habitable globe.

Dr.

Cams

life

artificially,

memory.

the result of

is

croscopes, even

if

over,

if

memory

He

says, "

all

even the grossest vestiges that con-

a living substance which would present the traces of
were produced, " we should be in possession of the mere

In order to produce an organism as

life.-

we would have to expose it to
and experiences through which the moner has
naturally passed, and we are not sure as tcf how many thousand
years are required for this process, and whether, if it were artificially abbreviated, the same results could be attained." * This may
explain why we cannot create a moner, but it does not account for
low

all

in the scale of life as

On

our most powerful mi-

protoplasm, the physiological aspect of memory." More-

potentiality of organized

BY

organized

they were a thousand times improved, would be

insufficient to discover

still

stitute, in

based on the idea that

a moner,

the irritations

The doors

Ray Lankester, must have existed

before the evolution of the lowest type of vegetable organism. Dr.

Cams

adds, "

it is

a very strange fact that protoplasm, being a

very complex compound, exhibits in
ness wherever
solution of the

the

for|Ti)

found."

it is

its first stage a singular sameThis, he thinks, indicates, that " the

problem must be looked

of protoplasm," but

it

for in the structure

(/.

<-,

points also to the conclusion that

remained constant since its first appearance,
if it cannot now be artificially produced in its

this structure has

and, therefore, that

simplest form,

never could be thus produced

it

In conclusion, the error of the

in the past.

Cosmic philosophy

tinguishing too sharply between what

it

is

in dis-

Pantheism is in identifying them too
must conceive of Deity as embracing numberless objects, organic and inorganic, each of which has a real existence of
its own, because forming part of Divine Reality, whose existence,
on the other hand, is independent of those objects, and would contive existence, as that of

We

closely

tinue although they

all

ceased to

exist.

This

is

the true

mean

be-

tween the inalfiialism which asserts that there is no such being as
spirit, that all objects are merely the result of the development or
activity of matter under special conditions, matter alone being
eternal, and the idealism which affirms that objects are nothing
but ideas, having their origin in the eternal spirit, who alone has
real existence.

Even

Prof. Hteckel,

who

is

usually described as a

Something in the universe.
He says: " This monistic idea of God, which belongs to
the future, has already been expressed by Giordano Bruno in the
following words
A spirit exists in all things, and no body is so
small but contains a part of the divine substance within itself, by
which it is animated.'" Dr. Richard We^tbrook characterizes
this as an
astounding confession, " and truly remarks from the
theistic standpoint, " that this world is n^t d^ad matter, but is
wonderfully alive because there is a living spirit within it." f True
Monism declares the existence of a Universal and Infinite Spirit,
whose restless energy is the life of nature, and who manifests his
being in the orderly evolution of the objective world, the forms of
which depend on the conditions under which the divine force acts
through and around them, and their forces on the forms in and
through which they operate.
If I were asked to give a cosmical
illustration of the Deity, I would liken Him to the mysterious allpervading light, which possesses the properties of heat, luminosity, and actinism, as well as the prismatic colors, a trinary, and
materialist, endorses the idea of a divine

'

;

'•'

*Op.
t

"

cil., p,

and Whither,"

p. 97.

is

more

have shied stones through every pane of glass,
noises and lights are wont to make night hideous
and appall the belated traveler. No one can be even hired to live
it.
For
who
can tell what may happen with a spook for a coin

whence strange

tenant

?

When

is haunted
and val'ue. To falsely so report, therefore,' is to slander the owner out of his property, and to
give it over to the realm of ghosts — no longer to be the safe and
comfortable home for man.

that

is

the gossips, therefore, report that a house

the end of

What

practical utility

its

the gossips have been doing for the haunted house, the

have been doing from time immemorial
it to be haunted, and have
tortured, terrified, and robbed mankind out of their wits, and often
out of their last cent, under the pretense of establishing liveable

priests of spook-religions

for the Universe.

They have declared

relations with our ghostly co-tenants or co-tenant.

Scientific peo-

ple have always been pointing out that neither the house nor the

Universe were really haunted

that there

;

of the existence of spooks in either

was

really

no evidence

that the whole spook-business

;

was the illusion of children and the childhood of our race
and fears made the gods.

In this

way

— when

science had pretty

fewer houses were
and even the priests had defined away their chief-ghost
so that it was hardly worth while to placate him, and having thus
hurt their own business, they were on the outlook for more useful
well exorcised ghosts out of civilized people

haunted

;

:

work.

But a new ghostly Hierophant has appeared upon the scene,
and strange to say in the name of science, evolution, and the
"Unknowable." Herbert Spencer, John Fiske, and others have
beckoned back the whole departing brood of flitting spirits to their
There is not a defender of ignorance and superstiold rookeries.
tion from one end of the world to the other, but is basking in this
Spencerian dusk, and dreaming that his " twilight of the gods " may
deepen into the good old night again, when gods and devils, ghosts
and ghouls by their 'grace" or ban, enabled one small part of mankind to deceive, defraud, rob, and oppress the rest "for t/ieir
'

good."

Various churches,
urers, etc.

,

priests,

and various

societies, authors, lect-

are therefore coquetting very pleasantly with Mr. Spen-

cer and his "

Unknowable, "and especially do they lovingly pat John
"
that this " Unknowable
?
"
wells up as, or in, human consciousness, and is also the
reality
back of all phenomena thus identifying this big Unknowable with
consciousness itself, and so by one fell swoop bespooking the whole
Universe and also every single thing in it Thus, in the name of
Fiske on the back for his discovery

{

)

'

'

'

'

;

!

science,
to "

we

are landed in the original Fetichism, which, according

poor deluded

centuries to

man

"

August Comte,

grow out of

nor a rain-maker

to the

—a

has taken humanity so

who does

not logically

many

Not a medicine-

owe a vote

of thanks

authors of the Synthetic and Cosmic Philosophies, and the,

they " do not
It is

whom

it

useless progress.

reason they do not send them on

know

their

is,

because, like Virgil's Farmers,

own good things."
new variety of

time to bring this

the test of science

130.

Man— Whence

are locked,

settlement nothing

woebegone than "the haunted house."
but the urchins who carried off the fences

for fire-wood,

illusions

terms absolute and rela-

WAKEMAN.

T- B.

outskirts of a country

the

wretched, forlorn, and

the impossibility of forming such a simple phase of living substance

as that which, according to Prof.

SLANDERING THE UNIVERSE.

II.

offers an explanation of the failure of scientists. to

produce organisms

is

the provinces of natural phe-

all

it is

begun.

and

logic,

and

it

matters

dualistic spookism to
little

where or with
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On

November,

the 22d of

220 East Fifteenth
a well

St.,) of

289, before the Liberal Club (No.

New York

known English author and

City, Mr. C. Slanilami IVake

thinker, delivered a lecture

upon

which used the name of science and evolution
to present the "well up "theory of consciousness aforesaid, and
ended in a "Divine Something" which made "the spirituality of
the world and of man." and which was a " Divine Consciousness"
This is slandering the universe in declaring it
of the Universe
haunted by a spook.
In reply to this lecture the writer made a ten minutes speech
which is condensed and sent herewith.
The speech was as follows
'

'

God

Evolution,

in

"

:

Mr

Pnsidiiit:

— The audience has heard one of

the best state-

ments and defences of modern Spencerian dualism and consequent
spookism ever made. Its point is to knock the bottom out of every
thing and fill the vacancy by a conscious ghost, and this is done in
the

name

of science

any such conclusion
to plainly give

The

case

it

is

Now

I

;

shown

science has not been

to

warrant

the very facts and laws of science referred

a negative.

very simple

;

— unless

we wish

confuse

to

it,

as

most of us do. This desire and bias are the results of hereditary
As old Gcethe
instincts which incline us to anything mysterious.
said

COURT.

so that changes of form and motion result.
Then the
organisms secrete skins, coverings, etc and finally chloropli
and then plant-life begins /><'«/ animals, reversing the old not on
that plants were first evolved
This the lecturer has well shown, and quoted from Prof. E.
Ray Lankester's masterly article on Protozoa in the last Encycloaffinity

;

little

,

it

Now

there

no mystery about

is

all this.

fall of

a stone

But,

!

it is

In

The Open Court, which

no

is no mystery.
and as we enlarge the
circle of knowledge, its enlarging circumference touches more and
more that is open to become known — that is all. But within the
"
circle of the known there is now enough clearly made out to " lay
all the ghosts that ever walked or haunted either house or Universe.
To begin with The world is plainly inorganic in its great mass
On the surface of our
of matter forming stars, suns, and planets.
That
earth only do we find organized matter manifesting life.
other stars or planets have this organic matter, we can now only

In the proper sense there

propriety in mystifying.

There are simply

limits to our capacities,

:

it.

before me, (Nov.

I

Why not

?

and
in his well-known work on the Evolution of Mind, Prof. George
J.
Romanes points out how and where consciousness comes about in
these little organisms and really begins.
It is the strain between
attractions and changes which brings into play what we call choice.
When this strain becomes lessened by use or heredity, the act or
choice becomes unconscious, instinctive, and automatic. As walking is a constant strain to the child, but not to the man. Dr. Binet
lies

does not assent or dissent in regard to
article in the

been thus

this solution

in his critical

of course, remains to be learned about these delicate

But there

no question

is

scientifically

higher and

ture, all

14, 1889,)

same paper.

of,

left but that feeling and conand attendants upon, modes of activ-

ity of the vital processes, and, therefore, as

is

as plainly the

is

does not explain consciousness

sciousness are but results

" open secret," which there

now an

Life

.

natural from the hand that drops

is

said, that

it is

toplasm, as contractility or any other of

Most true But

;

natural action and reaction of these protoplasmic organisms as the

processes.

then so great a secret what God
And the world and man may be ? No.
But no one hears it willingly. So a

" Is

I

pedia Britannica.

Much,

^

:
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discovered in

human

natural to living pro-

its

Having

properties.

real origin

its

manifestations of

it

and true na-

are que.^tions of

degree and complexity, not of kind or substance. That really ends

We

the story.

might come

have found out how

we have

about,, just as

in

discovered

life

and consciousness 'come

how water comes

some other way than by

about.

Water

the chemical union of

oxygen and hydrogen, but the discovery that

it does sd cone, e ids
mind might be
and attendants upon, the action
and reflex action of protoplasmic bodies. But the discovery that
they do so come, leaves the objector in the position of trying to
show water without H and O, or a headache without a head

the question.

something

Life,

feeling,

consciousness, and

else than the results of,

!

guess to be probable.
First, then,

any evidence of
forms,

life, spirit,

or consciousness

a solid, viscid, or colloid,

170.,

The world-order

does the inorganic or simple form of matter give

Now

;.

e.,

We

know

it

in five

and

liquid,

some evidence

any
inorganic form of matter exhibits consciousness, or let us have
silence.
There is no scientific pretense of the kind. Matter does
not choose or think, as far as is known.
It
Second. As to the organized forms on our earth's surface.
is well known that they are all the results of the action and regaseous, and ethereal.

let

us have

?

jelly form,

that

is

therefore plain, viz.:

The

inorganic mat-

ter. (Goethe said on the seashore.) where earth, water, and air join,
produces many varieties of colloids. Protoplasm is one of them
the nitrogenous carbon (N, C, O, H, P, S,), which grows by "in;

tussusception

"

above described-

as

The

adaptation of this pro-

cess to the conditions of the environment gives the soUd foundation to the process that evolves through twenty-two or more stages
till

and will of Humanity blosknowable world. The Universe,
the most wonderful and precious process known.

the feeling, consciousness, thought,

som out

as the real thought of the

action of one of the viscid, colloid, or jelly forms of matter called

and

which is the common physical basis of all life, animal
or plant.
Let us have some evidence that life or consciousness
exists without protoplasm ?
There is none, and until it comes,
there is no evidence that life or consciousness exists, except at the
bottom of the air and water-ocean that surrounds our planet, and in
which only, as far as we now know, the conditions and materials
necessary to the existence of protoplasm and life and conscious-

" O," but it is replied, " we don't know it all There is no sense
supposing that the infinite universe can have no other thinking
apparatus than the little, trivial, insignificant, human race natuhad
rally evolved " That appeal to our ideas of dignity, size, etc
a good set down, when the Copernican Astronomy showed that our

ness can be found.

a choosing effort more or
protoplasmic strains and hesitations,
less effectual, to appropriate and equilibrate a changing environ-

frciloplasni,

But

it is

toplasm.
process

In
is

said that
its

we

don't

finest details

known and given

know how

perhaps not
in

stance in Haeckel's " Descent of

life

comes about

— but in

substance the

every biology up to date, for in-

Man,"

Vol.

I,

p. 156.

Inorganic

matter, like crystals, increase by aggregation from without.
cid matter

grows within and through

mass by the

itself colloid,

or liquid, or gaseous.

on

infiltration,

electrical

Vis-

!

in

,

!

Biolearth was the third-rale planet of a third-rate spotted sun.
ogy shows that life, feeling, consciousness, mind, etc., are simply

—

Its repeated success turns consciousness and will into the
smooth and sure action of instinct and automatism. The rest of
the world has been going forever, who can say that it is unable to
go without the limitations, hesitation, choice, and folly of think-

ment.

infiltration or

ing

which is also
Growth is determined by and
and chemical attraction and

do,

its

capillar attraction (Osmosis) of assimilative materials,

lines of

in pro-

is

?

Or

that the

little

thinking the

human

race has been forced to

Thought is a big thing for man, but it would
be wholly needless and out of place in the solar system and, if
much
more the whole world had to think —we canthe Milky Way,
is

not enough

?

;
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not think of the result

!

Let us have no more of

this

anthropomor-

COURT.

phic nonsense.

to build up,

But next we are told that the world is a dtiaUsiii made up of
phenomena and notiincna, which latter is mind or thought. Old
Goethe pointed out the nonsense of these words. There is no in,

The

nor outside, in or to the world the centre is everywhere, the circumIn perception we do the feeling and thinking,
ference no where.
:

which are results of facts or changes, resting upon a line of correwhich we may follow to the extent of our capacity even into

lations

infinity,

Our

without a glimpse of noumena.

thoughts, in a word,

are the knowable results of changes in our environment, and not
the shade of a thought, ghost, or spook is implied in that natural

Spencer uses the word phenomenon as an appearance,
Gcethe, Comte and
a sham, with a ghost behind it for a reality.

transaction.

the monists use

it

as a happening, a fact, a reality

— not a spook.

and correlation of
exception. The world is made

the law of the equivalence

But, finally,
forces cannot have even a thiiikable

which we cannot think otherwise than as unlimThere is then no time, place, or mode for a spook
As above pointed
to exist outside of the world, or within it.
out, science not only negatives the hypothesis, but shows how tlie
belief that there could be a spook to haunt any place or time, arose
out of ignorance and illusions of the childhood of man and his
race, and that the name of science should no longer be used to
Think not that this is merely a matter of
sustain the delusion.
names or of idle speculation. The fundamental mistake here
determines whether M.in lives in a haunted world-house or not
whether for a lot of imaginary spooky co-tenants and their ministers, or for the world, as his God, for his race, as his Christ, and
for himself, as the only conscious thought and minister of both

up

of correlations,

ited

and

infinite.

!

SONNET.
BY LOUIS EELROSE,

JR.

How often nature mocks us when we grieve.
How small we are, how small to bear the pain.
The burden
So

it

it

think expresses the distinction between Agnostics and

Therefore

are constructionists.

all

others.

The Monists

Agnostics are destructionists pure and simple.

think the Monists are entitled to

I

more sympathetic criticism.
You disclaim the credit of being a metaphysician. But you
say, "Real existence is real by manifesting itself."
This is certain.
You are certain of it by the highest or most intense certainty

;

you are certain that "a thing cannot both be and

just as

Yet

not be."

this certainty is

you prove yourself a most
affirm absolute existence

metaphysics together,

metaphysical certainty.

skillful

metaphysician.

and you deny

it,

we

In fact

Again, where

I

enter the domain of

(i)

But your proposition above might be taken to imply that real
is not real until it manifests itself.
But it is real existence before we exist, real before we comprehend, understand,
know, or even become aware of its existence in the slightest deexistence

gree. (2)

Truth does not derive
is

truth whether

men

its

force from the assent of men. Truth

assent to

it

Truth

or not.

is

the reality of

things. (3)

You say "Therefore existence is always knowable. " True,
we can understand, much less comprehend.
We know immediately that a thing cannot both be and not
we know other things by the senses and again we know other

but not always such as

be

;

;

things by logical conclusion from

first

principles.

From thought we know

intelligence, from intelligence, the infrom that real being, then contingent being, then neWhen you kindly explore to me the
cessary and Eternal Being.
parts and action of my brain, I am interested, filled with wonder,
and obliged to you. But in the very expression " my brain " you
convince me that my brain is one thing, and I am quite another.
My brain and my body are instruments given me for my sole use,
and form, with me, my individuality or personality. (4)
Michael Corcoran.
telligible,

Concerning the use and meaning of the word Metaphysics
Fundamental Problems," page 74, et seqq. As it is used by
Kant, there is no objection to the term.
He makes it equivalent
[(i)

and we pass it, when we leave.
To those who still have strength and who remain.
They bear it and they pass it, but in vain
For none deliver less than they receive.
Just as

I

of the sorrow that has lain

heavily, so long without reprieve.

We bear

who were constructionists, who sought to edify,
who were not destructionists pure and simple. Such

pathy with those

was that day four years ago

see "

to purely formal
[(2)

knowledge.

Existence

not manifest

itself

is

real

to me.

by manifesting itself somehow. It need
A pebble on the surface of the moon,

!

which perhaps no living creature has ever seen, manifests its existence by a pressure upon the moon, a reflection of sunbeams,
and in innumerable other ways. It is real in so far as it is or can
become an object of experience. (See " Fundamental Problems,"

The calm glad Alps as then are white with snow.
The tinted Esterel all shadowy
The same fruit ripens in the groves below
The silent shore still listens to the sea.
And still the sun shines on eternally
;

;

p. 254, definition of Reality.)

!

La

truth is the congruence
[(3) Truth is not the reality of things
man's conception with the reality of things.
Your
[(4) Your brain is not one thing and you quite another.
Ed.]
brain is a part of yourself.
;

Croix des Gardes, Cannes, 1880.

of

CORRESPONDENCE.
METAPHYSICAL ASPECTS.
To the Editor of
I

The Open Court

respectfully ask leave

article in the issue of

to offer a

December

BOOK REVIEWS.
Whither

:

few observations on your

12th on "

The Modesty

of Agnos-

If

I

may be pardoned

the egotism,

I

wish to explain to you

my

position first.
Being challenged to controversy, some years
young student friends— Atheists, Agnostics, Protestants
came to understand them and their thoughts.
I was trained before that, by my Jesuit professors, to have

ago, by
I

only kindly sympathy for those

But
I

that idea

was

first

who differ in religion from me.
me in words to suit me, when
He expressed much greater sym-

expressed for

read Lacordaire's conferences.

Theological Question for the Times.

New York
McClurg & Co.

AiigiislHs Briggs,

Chicago

We

ticism."

A

?

:

A. C.

D. D.

extract from the preface

more than twenty years

:

:

By

Charles

Charles Scribner's Sons.

" This

book

is

a product of

of study in the history of Puritan Theol-

especially of the Westminster divines, the authors of the
Westminster Standards
When the author came to the
study of the Westminster Confession he was surprised to find that
it had not only retained the pure faith of the Reformation, but had
advanced upon it in the unfolding of the doctrines of Santification,
Faith, and Repentance.
This was a surprise, because it had not
been noted by any of the British or American divines whose works

ogy, and

THE OPEN
he had studied, and it was entirely
British and American Churches

advance of the faith of the
These studies of the West-

in

COURT.

books of the Old Testament are philosophical productions and as
much concerned with the history of the idea of God as the works

minster divines disclosed the fact that modern Presbyterianism

of philosophers mentioned were, concludes that here too the

had departed from the Westminster Standards, all along the line.
.... The author has been troubled for some years with these facts.
[But] he has waited for an external call to publish them. This
call came in May last, through the action of the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America with
regard to the revision of the Confession of Faith." So the key-note
To this end his researches have
of Dr. Brigg's work is Revision.
been exhaustive he has pursued his investigations in Germany, in
Great Britain and at the Union Theological Seminary in New York
has constantly had at his disposal " the best Westminster Library
in the world. " He shows what the Westminster Standards are and

course of thought was pursued, and that the concept of the incorporeality of mind did not precede the concept of God as mind he

same
:

Old Testament that teaches the incorporeality

finds nothing in the

of

mind and thus designates

teachings as philosophically (and

its

necessarily so) materialistic.

iiKpn.

Chata and Chinita. a Novel by
Roberts Brothers.

Chicago

L^niise

Palmer Heaven. Boston

A. C.

McClurg & Co.

;

;

;

The

scene

is

in

The

Mexico.

characters are numerous, and

;

follows their history in evolutionary Presbyterian

the " false orthodoxy" of the elder and younger

Princeton associates, which has "obtruded

He

life.

attacks

Hodge and

their

the place of

itself in

the Westminster Orthodoxy," and points out that there have been
so many departures from the standard' in all directions that it is
necessary for all parties in the Presbyterian Churches to be genMoreover, the author is catherous, tolerant, and broad-minded.
olic
what he says of Presbyterianism, he holds, applies to all
Protestant churches organic union is needed an irenic alliance
of all denominations, the Roman included, to discover and to realize

—

" the

sum

We

God may

total of truth that

main question is answered
minds and energies ?
shall proffer

:

]VliitIui-

reveal to us."

And thus

the

are Christians to direct their

no opinion with regard

to the intrinsic fitness

of the material from which Dr. Briggs desires to construct the

To the liberal mind it may appear
consolidated dogma for segregated dogma,

foundations of Christian Unity.

absurd

much

to substitute

less to

regard the

Yet

of religious truth.

lifeless shell of
it

may be

organization as the kernel

characterized as a hopeful step in

advance that an orthodox Presbyterian teacher demands and justifies universal dogmatic conistency and a strict adherence to the
It is progress, however
historical lines of dogma-development.

And

limited

its

lead

originators far

its

scope.

What Moses Saw

the inertia of the

beyond the boundary intended.

and Heard

By A.

Testament.

movement may

;

or.

O. Bulln-.

The

Idea of

Chicago

:

possibly
finjiK.

God

in the

Old

R. R. Donnelly

Some

It

is

is

a critical examination of the

written in a reverent and impartial

spirit.

MoIts

four hundred and thirty-four pages testify to a careful course of

meditation upon the subject and to an extensive acquaintance with

But it is diflScult, we are constrained to own,
any guiding motive in the work, at least any that is

Biblical literature.

—

sufficiently emphasized,

—or to

grouped about the various

refer the desultory observations

topics

to

any

thesis

of interpreta-

tion that philosophically they should tend to establish

we

words,

;

in

In the main Mr. Butler's examination of imidents of de"the bible," he says,
marked by strong common sense
"like any other book ought to be open to critical inspection and
It is apparently one of
to interpretation by modern methods."
the purposes of the book to harmonize the philosophy of the Old
Testament with the thought of the age. " How any person," the

upon the most diverse mooted topics. The Peziue
no sect, of no school the standpoint represented,
;

erence be represented,

The

bearing

the organ of

any by pref-

that of scientific positivism,

is

based upon experiment.

,

is
if

of facts

principal branches treated of are

:

and therewith the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system, mental pathology, the psychology of lower races and
animals, and anthropology deductive and inductive logii ; general
philosophical tlieories based on scientific discoveries.
The editorship of M. Th. Ribot, who also frequently contributes, is itself a
not inconsiderable guaranty of the Revue's merit and a promise of
psyi/iology,

;

its

continued popularity.
Secular

Thought, of Dec.

14,

prints the continuation of the

the Halifax Evening Mail, "Is Secularism sufficient to satisfy the
"
?
The discussion is ably conducted on both
Mr. Watts's popular and excellent lectures are closely followed in Secular Thought, and generally republished in full in its

needs of mankind
sides.

columns.

In

addition thereto,

the doings of

the freethought

world are faithfully reported, and much instructive original matter
presented to the readers of the periodical. (Secular Thought Pub.
Co., Toronto, Canada.)
PVide A-uahe the article

In the Christmas
traits in the

Louvre

"

is

reproductions in wood.

"Children's Porand handsome
Also the story of " Cleon," by Adeline A.

accompanied with

distinct

Knight, constitutes an attractive feature of this month's IVide

;

author says, "acquainted with the thought of the early world

have found the idea of absolute creation in the first
chapter of Genesis passes comprehension. The writer of the first
chapter of Genesis was a philosopher. The chapter is the result
neither of a dream nor an ecstacy, but of deliberative thought."
"Neither Xenophanes, nor Pythagoras, nor Heraclitus. nor Parcould

riodicals of all countries, with notes, observations, etc

other

are at a loss to determine what the book has accom-

plished.
tail is

special information concerning the chief philosophical

notes of the debate between Mr. Charles Watts and the editor of

Mr. Butler's production

to discover

de-

magazine of France, the Revtie Philosophiijtie, may be acceptable
to our readers.
This periodical is published monthly by Felix
Alcan, loS Boulevard Saint Germain, Paris.
Each number contains original philosophical contributions from prominent writers,
analyses and recensions of the philosophical publications and pe-

&

Sons.

saic books.

The

exactly the incidents, complicated.

and apparently faithful,— so much
so that the novel may be termed, if such a designation have any
meaning, a novel of locality! Customs, habits, manners, national
and individual, flit by us in panoramic fullness, and people of
both high and low degree play their parts in the shifting scenes of
the drama.
There is much confusion and little certainty, much
darkness and little light in the story. The book's attractiveness
lies mainly in its local colouring.
ii^pK.

;

;

more

the plot, or

scriptions of places are realistic

first

menides, nor Anaxagoras conceived the idea of the incorporeal,"
and our author, in accordance with the doctrine that the first

Awake.

(D.

Lothrop Company, Boston.)

NOTES.

We

present to our readers, in this number, an interesting dis-

cussion between Mr. Wake and Mr. Wakeman on the subject of
" God in Evolution." Mr. Wake's essay is marked by schoJarly

and Mr. Wakeman's reply by earnestness and intensity.
The position that we take on the subject need not be repeated here.
The concluding essay of the series " Aspects of Modern Psy-

dignity,

chology," by Dr. Joseph Jastrow, the publication of which owing
to the pressure

the

number

upon our columns has been delayed,

of next week.

will

appear

in
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